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Abstract: The use of pillars in controlling local scour of bridge piers by FLUENT numerical model
was studied in present paper. To this purpose, pillars with different dimensions and varying bridge
pier heights were created and shear stress, lift force and drag force were calculated for each case. The
study showed that pillars near river bed and free water surface had a better performance as compared
to other pillars. Also, pillars with elliptical shape reduced shear stress of flow channel bed, which was
used as a criterion in this study, than other pillar shapes. The investigations emphasized the fact that
as pillars were placed closer to river bed and free water surface, the amount of force applied to bridge
piers decreased.
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INTRODUCTION

Bridges as key connecting structures over rivers and are always subject to sever local scouring. Formation
of numerous wakes around bridge piers causes hydrodynamic forces to the bridge piers to increase as finally
results in harming local scour of river bed. Different scour control approaches can be divided into direct and
indirect methods. 

By direct methods, the main purpose is to increase erosion resistance of bed materials and include methods
such as rip-rapping, establishment of reinforced concrete beds and gabions. Indirect methods are intended to
mitigate water erosion and include installation of collar around piers and creating pillar in piers. Creating pillar
in bridge piers has been practiced in recent years resulting in 35% decrease in scour depth reportedly. 

2-Determining Pillar Dimensions and Meshing of Study Area:
In order to determine the geometry and input and output boundaries of the study area, the followings were

taken into account:
1. The input and output boundaries should be sufficiently far from the location of bridge pier in order to

prevent any errors to occur in calculations. The selection of such boundaries depends on flow velocity,
pier diameter, the distance of adjacent channel walls from pier and channel bed slope.

2. Since flow pattern variations before bridge pier are more important than those after bridge pier, the
distance of input boundary to bridge pier should be less than that to output boundary. 
No fixed values have been suggested yet for input and output boundaries in a numerical model due to

varying laboratory conditions. Thus, reviewing available physical and numerical models in literature, the
geometry of the numerical model in this study was designed as explained below. 

The model geometry is composed of two main parts divided into smaller areas. The first part including
the main channel is a cubic rectangular of 5×12×1.5 m and the second part is a cylinder with 1 m diameter
and 1.5 m height selected as the cylindrical pier. The distance of cylinder center from input boundary is 3.75
m while it is 8.25 m from output boundary. 

Since the type and density of meshing impacts considerably the accuracy of results, cost and time,
selection of appropriate meshing is required to obtain reliable results and reduce the computation time.
Selection of a fine mesh increases cost and time significantly and affects the convergence of results. Different
mesheings available in literature were critically reviewed and a square mesh with MAP pattern and of 0.02
d and 850200 mesh value was selected for the purpose of this study.
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3-Selection of Proper Turbulence Model:
In 2003, a research project was conducted to select the best available turbulence model as part of FLUENT

model to analyze the flow characteristics around bridge pier. The results of the research showed that the two
Reynolds Stress Models (RSM) and k-ε produced the best results. Hence, with due regard to the difficult 3-
dimensional solution and 3-dimensional computations required by the above models, k-ε model was selected
from seven Reynolds Stress Models.

Several simulations were carried out to obtain the best available segregation pattern in k-ε turbulence
model the results of which are presented in Table (1). One can infer that RNG model performed more
accurately as compared to other models. 

Table 1: Drag Factor and Lift Factor for the types of segregation pattern Drag force.
Laboratory Samples Standard RNG Realizable
Drag Factor 
12.1-55.0 311.1 287.1 240.1
Lift Factor 
23.0 012.0 261.0 093.0

4-Verification of Numerical Model:
In order to verify the results of the numerical model, drag force, lift factor and Strouhal value of the

numerical model were compared with the results of laboratory samples. Since different values have been
proposed in literature for drag force and lift factor, values obtained by researchers such as Wieselberger,
Asekio, Schilchting and Wiliamson (Table 2) were used as estimates and the results of numerical model
showed a good agreement with those of laboratory samples. 

Table 2: Comparison of drag and lift Factor and the number Strouhal obtained from the numerical model with experimental results for
flow with Reynolds number 2 × 105.

Strouhal number Lift Factor Drag Factor
Laboratory Samples 24.0-16.0 23.0 12.1-55.0
Numerical Model 2.0 269.0 287.1

5-Shear stress at Cross-sections and Longitudinal Sections:
According  to Fig. (1), which shows shear stress at longitudinal section of the channel, as flow closes to

bridge pier, shear stress is increased on a constant rate until it reaches its maximum of 0.08 Pascal at the
distance of 1.95 m from pier center. Shear stress decreases from this point onwards until it becomes minimum
of 0.009 Pascal near bridge pier. 

Obviously, shear stress has irregular variations behind bridge pier due to existence of vortex shedding. 
Fig. (2) shows shear stress variations at cross-section of the channel. One can infer that shear stress

reaches its maximum at the distance of 0.8 m from pier center (almost 0.145 Pascal) for the entire channel.
The maximum shear stress is higher on the right bank of the pier than that of its left bank which shows

the inconsistency of the formed vortex shedding in terms of magnitude. Also, as shear stress decreases as the
distance from pier increases in latitudinal direction until it becomes minimum at the right and left banks.  This
is because the flow speed is maximum at left and right banks and it decreases as the distance from pier
increases. This emphasizes that the vortex magnitude decreases as the distance from pier is reduced.

Comparing shear stress figures at longitudinal- and cross-sections, one can determine an area where shear
stress in maximum and consequently more scour occurs. This area is shown in Fig. (3).

6-Determining the Best Location to Creating Pillar:
In order to determine the best location to create pillar in the bridge pier, a pillar with differing width and

length was created along the height of cylinder with different     where Z was the distance of pillar’s bottom
Z

B

from channel bed and H was pier height and shear stress of the flow bed was calculated for all cases. As seen
from Fig. (4), as the pillar closes to channel bed and water surface, the pillar height increases and shear stress
of the bed, and consequently, local scour is reduced. 

This is mainly because of the pillar performance near channel bed and water surface as such that near-bed
pillars  divert  down-flow,  which  causes horseshoe vortices leading to sever scour around bridge pier, to a
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Fig. 1: Changes in shear stress for non-pillared pier in longitudinal section of the channel.

Fig. 2: Changes in shear stress for -pillared at cross-section of the channel.

Fig. 3: Determine an area where shear stress in maximum.
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Fig. 4: Effects of pillar height on shear stress applied on bridge pier.

further distance to reduce scour depth by forming a jet horizontal jet flow. As a result, pillars near free water
surface reduce effective flow depth and consequently pressure gradient, which makes down flow reduce and
leads to reduced depth scour. 

7-Effects of Pillar Height on Drag and Lift Forces Applied on Bridge Pier:
According to Fig. (5), as the pillar height increases, the drag force applied stream-wise on the bridge pier

is reduced. 

Fig. 5: Effects of pillar height on drag forces applied on bridge pier.

A review of lift force applied on the pillar shows that since vortex shedding occurs behind bridge pier and
considering the fact that the lift force is applied vertically on the pier, no regular pattern can be determined
for the application of life force, however, it is minimum on the channel bed. 

8-Comparing Turbulent Kinetic Energy in Pillared and Non-pillared Cylindrical Pier:
According to Fig (7) and (8), by creating a pillar near bed channel and water surface the turbulent kinetic

energy is reduced as compared to the case where no pillar is used. This indicates that the vorticity magnitude
is more reduced when pillars are used on the bridge pier, which results in reduced local scour. 

9-A Review of Flow Path Lines in Pillared and Non-pillared Cylindrical Pier:
Fig. (9) shows the flow path lines around pillared and non-pillared bridge piers with     of 1, 2 and 3 

L

B

on a plane of 12.5 cm height from channel bed. The return flow is observed which shows the formation of
eroding vortices and the created pillar has reduced return flow behind ridge pier. Also, the effects of increase

in     on the reduction of return flow is obvious. 
L

B

10- Effects of Pillar Geometry Variations on Local Scour:
As noted previously, pillars near river bed and water surface show a better performance as compared to

other pillars in reducing local scour. Hence, the geometry of pillars in such locations was modified. 
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Fig. 6: Effects of pillar height on lift forces applied on bridge pier.

Fig. 7: Turbulent kinetic Energy for non-pillared pier.

Fig. 8: Turbulent kinetic Energy for pillared pier.
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Fig. 9: Pathlines:  (a)  Non-pillared  pier (b) Pillared pier with ratio       (c) Pillared pier with ratio      1
L

B
 2

L

B


(d) Pillared pier with ratio      .3
L

B


The elliptical and circular pillars were selected taking into account the practical limitations including
shuttering, reinforcement of pier and technical considerations such as resistance and stress concentration around
the pillar and the prevention of free floats from blocking the pillar.     

Step, As the first those elliptical pillars whose larger diameters to smaller diameters were equivalent to
the length to width of rectangular pillars were reviewed. As seen from Fig. (10), rectangular pillars showed
a better performance as compared to elliptical pillars which was mainly due to the increase of shear stress on
the channel bed for elliptical pillars and the decrease of pillar’s effective area. If the larger diameters to smaller
diameters in elliptical pillars were equivalent to the length to width of rectangular pillars, the elliptical area
would be smaller than rectangular area which reduces jet flow through pillar. 

Fig. 10: Comparison of changes shear stress for the pier with rectangular and elliptical pillare (When the ratio
of length to width ratio of rectangular slot large diameter to small diameter elliptical crack with
equal).
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As the second step, in order to compare the performance of rectangular pillars with elliptical pillars, the
areas of both pillar-type were made equivalent. Then, since structural restrictions did not allow for enlarging
the smaller diameter of elliptical pillar to increase the area, the larger diameter of elliptical pillar was increased.
 After comparing the elliptical pillars with rectangular pillars according to Fig. (11), it was observed that
despite the previous step, the former has a better performance due to the reduced shear stress. 

Fig. 11: Comparison of changes shear stress for the pier with rectangular and elliptical pillare (When the gap
area with rectangular and elliptical equal).

For pillars near channel bed, this is mainly attributed to the increase of fluid jet height formed by pillar,
and consequently more diversion of downfall, which is the main cause to the formation of horseshoe vortex
and pier scour. For pillars near surface water, reduced effective depth and pressure gradient, and consequently,
reduced magnitude of down-flow are considered to be the main causes.

If Fig. (12), which indicates the turbulent kinetic energy for cylindrical piers with elliptical pillars on flow

bed and area equivalent to that of rectangular pillar (    =3) is compared with Fig. (7) and (8), which show
L

B

turbulent energy for piers with and without rectangular pillars (    =3) on channel bed, one can infer that the
L

B

Fig. 12: Turbulent kinetic energy for cylindrical piers with elliptical pillars.

turbulent kinetic energy behind and after bridge pier with elliptical pillars is reduced in relation to bridge pier
with or without rectangular pillar. This shows a reduction in formation of damaging vortices behind and after
of bridge pier and consequent reduction in local scour of river bed. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results shows that from different tested types, five of them including:                                    ( 0, 1),
Z L

H B
  ( 0, 2),

Z L

H B
 

                                       have   the  minimum  shear  stress  in  river  bed  around  pier  and ( 0, 3),
Z L

H B
  1

( , 2),
1.5

Z L

H B
 

also  have  the  minimum  value  for  drag  and  lift  coefficient.  Among them, the third and forth types,

                                   have the best outcome.( 0, 3),
Z L

H B
  1

( , 3),
2

Z L

H B
 

Increasing the portion of      lead to decrease in drag and lift coefficients till in the same onditions, drag
L

B

coefficient from 1.295 for single pier, reduce to 1.117 for slotted one and lift coefficient from 0.279 for single,
reach to 0.00055-0.036 for slotted pier. So, these results show that using slot can reduce the drag force up to
15 percent.

As the scour depth related to the amount of shear stress near the bridge pier, this parameter computed for

different types of slots. It was found that for the case of                   and                   shear stress has( 0, 3)
Z L

H B
  1

( , 3)
2

Z L

H B
 

its minimum value.
Comparing the results of shear stress for the best type (0.075 Pa.) by its value for single pier (0.093 Pa.)

shows that by putting a slot in piers, we can reduce the shear stress up to 19 percent.

Mr.Chiew (1992), in his experimental researches finds that a slot with width=       and length reater than
4

D

twice 

the pier diameter offers a maximum reduction of 20 percent in scour depth. As it can be seen the results from
numerical model strongly confirm the experimental results.
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